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Abstract. Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is a widely used imaging
technique for atherosclerotic plaque assessment, interventionist guidance,
stent deploy visualization and lately as tissue characterization tool. Some
IVUS applications solve the problem of transducer motion by gating
a particular phase of the study while others, such as elastography or
spatio-temporal vessel reconstruction, combine image data from differ-
ent cardiac phases, for which the gating solution is not enough. In the
latter, it is mandatory for the structures in different cardiac phases to be
aligned (transversal registration) and in the correct position along the
vessel axis (longitudinal registration). In this paper, a novel method for
transversal and longitudinal registration is presented, which minimizes
the correlation of the structures between images in a local set of frames.
To assess the performance of this method, frames immediately after ca-
rina bifurcation were marked at different cardiac phases and the error
between registrations was measured. The results shown a longitudinal
registration error of 0.3827 ± 0.8250 frames.

Keywords: IVUS, transversal registration, longitudinal registration, car-
diac phases

1 Introduction

Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is an imaging technique widely used for atheros-
clerotic plaque assessment. During its acquisition, the heart contraction imprints
a motion pattern on the transducer and the vessel (referred to as cardiac dy-
namic component), misleading the identification of frame spatial location at
non-diastolic phases. The transducer motion can be decomposed in two spatial
components, the transversal motion and the longitudinal motion. The former
produces a translation and rotation of the structures from one image to the
next, while the latter produces a proximal/distal displacement additional to the
pullback [1, 2].

The transversal motion component has been widely treated in the literature
as a pre-processing for elastography and vessel visualization [3–13]. In contrast,
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the longitudinal motion component is usually neglected in most registration ap-
proaches, even though [1] reported an average axial displacement of 1.5 ± 0.8
mm in 0.016 mm interframe acquisitions. Due to the catheter migration, the
transversal region observed in systolic phases is much more proximal than ex-
pected (mean offset of 93.75 frames). As a consequence the wall strain estimation
from the IVUS images along the cardiac phases is not necessarily valid. In [14] a
method for rigid longitudinal motion is proposed which aligns each cardiac phase
against the diastolic phase of the study. A more complete scheme is proposed in
[15] performing longitudinal prior transversal registration of two cardiac phases
of the study.

In our work, we present a method to treat both motion components involved
in the transducer displacement after the gating process. The goal here is to
improve the registration accuracy by identifying both motion components in a
fully coupled manner. To measure the accuracy of the methods, bifurcations
carina locations are identified manually across different cardiac phases of in-
vivo studies. After the registration process, it is expected that bifurcations are
registered at the same longitudinal position. Then, the difference in the spatial
position is computed as the longitudinal registration error.

2 Methodology

2.1 IVUS pre-processing

Let us define Jk as the k-th frame of the IVUS study ordered according to the
original acquisition sequence. The region of interest (ROI) for the k-th frame
Jk(x, y), is defined as a binary mask Mk(x, y) with the same size of an IVUS
frame. Each value of Mk indicates whether the associated pixel in Jk belongs
to the ROI or not. Similarly, we define MDR(x, y) and Mk

GW(x, y) as the binary
masks associated to the down-ring and the guidewire artifacts. These masks
contain ones at the artifact position and zeros elsewhere. Then, we define the
image mask in the k-th frame as Mk

FIR = ¬(MDR ∨Mk
GW).

2.2 Cross-sectional registration

Let us define a similarity function that measures alignment of structures between
two frames. For the given IVUS frames Jn and Jm and the corresponding ROIs
Mn

FIR and Mm
FIR, we define a common ROI as Mn,m

FIR = Mn
FIR ∧Mm

FIR. The pixel
set Rn,m = {(x, y), Mn,m

FIR (x, y) = 1} is used to construct a similarity function,
c, that compares the pixels in Rn,m as follows

c(Jn, Jm)|R =

∑

(x,y)∈Rn,m

(Jn(x, y)− µn) (Jm(x, y) − µm)

σn σm

(1)

where µn and σn are the mean and standard deviation of the values in region
Rn,m of the frame Jn.
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Thus, we search for the rigid motion that maximizes the similarity function
between the two frames. The rigid motion, called Ξ, is described by the hori-
zontal and vertical displacements, τx and τy , and a rotation around the center
of the frame θ. Then, Ξ that maps Jm onto Jn is defined as

Ξn
m = arg max

Ξ∗∈U

F (Jn, Jm, Ξ∗) = arg max
Ξ∗∈U

c(Jn, Jm(x(Ξ∗), y(Ξ∗)))|R (2)

where U is the space of admissible rigid motions of the transducer and Jm(x(Ξ∗),
y(Ξ∗)) is the frame Jm after applying the rigid motion Ξ∗ through which the
coordinate (x, y) is displaced. Because of the acquisition sampling, the space U

is discrete. Translations and rotations only make sense for multiples of one pixel
and 2π

256 radians, respectively. The transducer is confined to the lumen imposing
restrictions on the horizontal and vertical displacements. Thus, we characterize
U = {Ξ = (τx, τy, θ)}, where θ = i π

128 , i = 0, . . . , 255, τx ∈ [τmx , τMx ] ⊂ Z and
τy ∈ [τmy , τMy ] ⊂ Z.

Expression 2 involves the maximization of a not necessarily convex functional.
Then, an heuristic approach called multi-seed gradient descend (MSGD) method
is proposed to account for the non-convexity of the problem. Here, multiple
initializations are used to descend and the instance that reaches the highest
value of the functional cost is considered to be the solution. A suitable trade-off
between accuracy and performance is found for a 5 equidistant seed initialization.

2.3 Longitudinal registration

Longitudinal registration is performed between volumes of different cardiac pha-
ses. For this, IVUS studies are recorded synchronously with the patient ECG.
Then, a specialist indicates in the ECG the R-wave peak moment identifying
the first cardiac phase volume. Other P cardiac phase volumes are extracted
by picking the 1, . . . , P next frames of the original IVUS volume. Although the
images within each set are ordered longitudinally, the displacements between
the frames may not necessarily be homogeneous because of the large variability
in the transducer motion throughout the cardiac cycle. Particularly, the phase
before cardiac contraction, referred to as steady phase, is assumed to feature the
most homogeneous displacement field as a result of the reduced cardiac motion.
Then, from the Ii, i = 1, . . . , P cardiac phases, we define the steady phase Ist

as

Ist = arg min
i=1,...,P

Pmotion(Ii) = arg min
i=1,...,P
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(3)

where Iij denotes the j-th frame of the IVUS study in the i-th phase, Ni is the
number of frames for that i-th cardiac phase, and H and W are the IVUS image
height and width. Frames of the steady phase will be denoted as Istj .

With motionless assumption at the steady phase, the longitudinal location
of its j-th frame, Istj , is characterized as s(Istj ) = s0 +

j vp
fs

where s0 is the initial
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position of the transducer over the longitudinal axis, vp is the pullback velocity

in mm
s and fs is the study framerate in frames

s .
The steady phase Ist, and the known spatial location of the corresponding

frames Istj , j = 1, . . . , Nst, is used to perform a non-linear longitudinal regis-
tration of the remaining phases, hereafter referred to as non-steady phases. The
registration process consists in assessing the similarity of each non-steady phase
frame against the steady phase frames. The most similar steady phase is used to
place the non-steady one. For the i-th cardiac phase, the degree of similarity be-
tween j-th frame Iij and Istk , k = 1, . . . , Nst, is measured through a neighborhood
correlation defined as follows

cw(I
i
j , I

st
k ) =

w
∑

d=−w

φ(d, σG) c(I
i
j+d, I

st
k+d)|RZ

w
∑

d=−w

φ(d, σG)
, (4)

where w is the frame neighborhood width and φ is a Gaussian weight func-
tion with σG standard deviation. The parameter w is defined as w(σ, T ) =
⌊

σ(−2 ln(T ))
1
2

⌋

to neglect the contributions from frames with weights that are

smaller than T φ(0, σG) (with T = 10−1). The parameter σG should be small
enough to be representative of the local structures and large enough to incorpo-
rate information about the longitudinal structure to achieve robustness (Section
3.2). Finally, the position in space of the frame Iij , which belongs to a non-steady

phase, i.e. i 6= st, is defined as s(Iij) = s(Istm) where m = arg max
k=1,...,Nst

cw(I
i
j , I

st
k ). A

formal definition for the set of frames located at the n-th frame position of the
steady phase, is given by Xn = {Iij ; s(I

i
j) = s(Istn ), j = 1, . . . , Ni, i = 1, . . . , P}.

Figure 1 shows the longitudinal registration of an in-vivo IVUS study accord-
ing to the proposed method. The estimated motion of the transducer resembles
the motion pattern experimentally observed in medical practice. Specifically, the
pseudo-periodic proximal-distal oscillations and their amplitudes obtained here,
are within the ranges reported experimentally in [1].

2.4 Coupling transversal and longitudinal registration

Cross-sectional registration is performed prior the comparison presented in (4).
In that manner, the position in space of the frame Iij , which belongs to a non-

steady phase and the applied transversal rigid motion Ξi
j to that frame are

defined as s(Iij(x(Ξ
i
j), y(Ξ

i
j))) = s(Istm), where

m = arg max
k=1,...,Nst

cw(I
i
j(x(Ξ

i
j), y(Ξ

i
j)), I

st
k ) (5)

and

Ξi
j = arg max

Ξ∗∈U

w
∑

d=−w

F (Istk+d, I
i
j+d, Ξ

∗). (6)
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Fig. 1. Results of the longitudinal registration process with σG = 0.4: (Left) Transducer
displacement along the longitudinal axis of the vessel for an in-vivo IVUS study; (Right)
Registration of a particular non-steady cardiac phase against Ist.

Note that the transversal registration performed in (6) is now coupled with
the longitudinal registration due to (5). Although, this implementation models
a more suitable scheme for the longitudinal comparison due to the alignment of
the structures, it also increases the computational cost. Finally, the aligned set of
frames located at the n-th frame position of the steady phase, is given by X C

n =
{Iij(x(Ξ

i
j), y(Ξ

i
j)); s(I

i
j(x(Ξ

i
j), y(Ξ

i
j))) = s(Istn ), j = 1, . . . , Ni, i = 1, . . . , P}.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 IVUS Data

The IVUS studies were acquired with the AtlantisTMSR Pro Imaging Catheter
at 40 MHz synchronized with an ECG signal and connected to an iLabTM Ul-
trasound Imaging System (both by Boston Scientific Corporation, Natick, MA,
USA), at the Heart Institute (InCor), University of São Paulo Medical School
and Śırio-Libanês Hospital, São Paulo, Brazil. The procedure was performed dur-
ing a diagnostic or therapeutic percutaneous coronary procedure. Vessels were
imaged using automated pullback at 0.5 mm/s. Overall, 30 IVUS studies with
synchronized ECG signal were performed on different patients.

3.2 Validation using Bifurcation Sites

Bifurcation sites, more precisely the first frame of anastomosis, were used as land-
mark points to assess the longitudinal misalignment between two phase image
volumes. Then, we define longitudinal registration error as εk = 1

NB

∑NB

j=1 |B
st(j)−

Bk(j)| where Bk(j) is the frame at the j-th bifurcation in the i-th cardiac phase
and st identifies the steadiest phase.
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Table 1 presents εk for different values of σG which determines the frames
neighborhood through the definition of w. Values for σG where chosen such as
w increments by 1 from one comparison to the other, evidencing the neighbor
contribution. The registration process rendered the lowest discrepancy against
the specialist identification for σG = 0.4 presenting an error of 0.3827± 0.8250
frames. This implies that an optimal registration is achieved for w = 0, meaning
that the use of data in adjacent frames does not improve the registration. Further
analysis using more specific ROIs may lead to a better registration process,
mainly by excluding areas with decorrelated noise from vessel wall, such as the
adventitia and luminal areas. In the following sections σG is fixed to 0.4.

σG w E(εk))± s(εk)

0.4 0 0.3827 ± 0.8250 frames

0.8 1 0.5062 ± 1.4751 frames

1.2 2 0.6296 ± 2.0089 frames

1.6 3 0.6049 ± 1.9918 frames

2.0 4 0.4691 ± 1.5323 frames

Table 1. Mean ( E(εk) ) and standard deviation ( s(εk) ) of the longitudinal registra-
tion error for different values of σG for 30 IVUS studies.

3.3 Correlation between longitudinal motion and stent deployment

IVUS studies were divided in 2 groups of cases: studies with stent (N=14) and
without stent (N=16). Using the longitudinal displacement applied for longitu-
dinal registration of the systolic and diastolic phase (phases with highest and
lowest values of Pmotion) of each study, we measure the amplitude of the trans-
ducer migration during the cardiac cycle. In Figure 2 a reduction of the longitu-
dinal displacements amplitude can be noticed for cases with stent deployment.
A longitudinal displacement of 0.283 ± 0.739 mm and 0.519 ± 0.785 (absolute
value of displacements) for cases with and without stent deployment is observed,
respectively. These results confirm the previous findings reported in [1].
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Fig. 2. Box plot presenting the transducer longitudinal displacements at each heartbeat
for all the studies, dividing them as patients with or without stent deployment.
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For further analysis, the longitudinal displacement was calculated in an artery
before and after stent deployment. From Figure 3 two important observations
can be made. Firstly, the method shows reproducibility, i.e., it delivers a close
displacement pattern at the stent distal positions in both cases (before and after
stenting). Secondly, a complete attenuation of the longitudinal displacement up-
stream the stent area is observed. Hence, downstream displacements are slightly
larger after the stenting procedure.
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Fig. 3. Estimation of the transducer longitudinal displacement during the IVUS ac-
quisition, before and after stent deployment: (top) longitudinal view at diastolic phase
(left is the distal position); (bottom) Longitudinal displacement along the study. The
red line marks the distal point of the stent. For comparison purposes, horizontal axes
in both images, associated with acquisition time, are the same.

4 Conclusions

A novel method for longitudinal and transversal registration of IVUS studies was
presented. It is concluded that the optimal longitudinal registration is performed
when only local cross sectional data are used. Comparisons against an specialist
shows an error of 0.3827± 0.8250 frames at the bifurcation sites. The inclusion
of neighbor frames at the registration deteriorates the block matching with a
ROI of the full image (excluding image artifacts). Further works, may include
the use of different ROIs excluding the adventitia and lumen areas where the
data is not reliable for matching the vessel wall structures.

The motion estimated by the longitudinal registration has also been used
to study the association of the transducer longitudinal displacement and stent-
ing. Remarkably, the proposed method estimates larger motion in non-stented
vessels, while smaller displacements are observed in stented vessels confirming
previous findings. Future work will include larger population of patients.
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